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Dear

appearing

in

NDTV

Manager-Listing Compliance, NSE and
Manager- Listing Compliance, BSE

www.mydigitalfc.com

dated

May 28,

2017

Sir,

This is with reference to your email(s) dated May 28, 2018
in www.mydigitalfccom dated May 28, 2017 titled "Govt

seeking clarification on news item appearing
studying fresh charge against NDTV". The
article mentions that the nodal information and broadcasting (1&B) Ministry has started examining the
latest accusation which claims the channel has violated uplinking guidelines, 201 l. The article also
mentions very clearly that complainant Sanjay Dutt, who is also director at Quantum Securities Pvt Ltd
(QSPL), has claimed in his letter that market regulator SEBI has determined that the control ofNew Delhi
Television Limited (NDTV/the Company) has changed hands and it is now vested with one Vishapradhan
Commercial Private Limited.
The

Company submits that it is completely false and misleading statement by a former disgruntled
minority shareholder ofthe Company. The Company has on various occasions provided
clarifications to the stock exchanges on such news articles that there has been no change in control of the
Company. Further we wish to state that till now the Company has not received any communication from
1&B Ministry on the subject matter ofthe aforesaid article.
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misleading the regulatory
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to show

We trust that the

Thanking
Yours

by presenting

the distorted facts and

opinions. This further
QSPL is merely

that in the absence of any actual non-compliance by the Company,
to mislead the stock exchanges and bring disrepute to NDTV and its Promoters.
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same
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answers

your query.
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